Week 1
Monday Oct. 9th
Roman hydraulic gold mining in central Europe
Prof. Andrew Wilson, All Souls College, Oxford

Week 2
Monday Oct. 16th
Old myths, new meanings? The mythological reliefs from the Place of Palms at Aphrodisias in context
Dr Josh Thomas, Faculty of Classics, Oxford

Week 3
Monday Oct. 23rd
A new inscription on an amphora of Panathenaic shape
Dr Thomas Mannack, Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford

Week 4
Monday Oct. 30th
Building Gods into Early Rome
Dr Charlotte Potts, Somerville College, Oxford

Week 5
Monday Nov. 6th
From Gabii to Gandhara: The Cross-Cultural Transmission of a Sculptural Type
Prof. Peter Stewart, Wolfson College, Oxford

Week 6
Monday Nov. 13th
Between architecture and urbanism: Towards a unified vision of the built environment of Roman cities
Dr Jack Hanson, Wolfson College, Oxford

Week 7
Monday Nov. 20th
The archival archaeology of the sanctuary of Zeus Thaulios and Ennokia at Pherai, Thessaly
Dr Maria Stamatopoulou, Lincoln College, Oxford

Week 8
Monday Nov. 27th
From rubble to reconstruction: the East Colonnade of the Tetrabylon Street at Aphrodisias
Dr Ine Jacobs, University College, Oxford

Ioannou Centre for Classical and Byzantine Studies (66 St Giles’), Lecture Room,
Mondays 5.00 p.m.
Drinks afterwards

Organiser: Andrew Wilson
with the support of the Faculty of Classics and the School of Archaeology